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Inttoduction

A technique for the analysis of ecosystems developed by Odum (1971)

.has met with considerable sucdess as an empirical nredictOr df system

hehavior. The locus of the techniclue is on the nature of the inter-

actions which take place within the sy c 'em being considered. Variables

.1within the system are dynamic over rinie, while influences frOm outside

the system are either fixed or vary in a pre-determined fashion and are
i

not affected by the behavior of the system being considered. abe nature

of,the interactions ilithin the system are governed bY the laws of
/f

Thermodynamics (conservation and entropy), thus providing guidance from
,

well understood physial principles as well as providing 8 bi-ansition

to mathematical representation of the interactions, The ae of those

principles is currently finding application in information theory
!

(Gatlin, 1972 ) and economic-theor (Georgescu-Roegen, 1975).

fn this procedure, a system is defined as a collection of dynamic

variahles and the interactions between these variables which produce'

changes over timl. Variables outside this framework, which'influence

the system but which remain unchanged by system behavior, are termed

'forcing functions'. Thus, the system is defined to include those

variables within the system aS dynamic, if attention is to be focused
?

on these-variables and their 'interactions and not,on possible changesr
which' may,occur in forcing functions which inCerActAgith the dynamic

varia les but whose behavior is pre-determined. Variables within the
f

Aefined system which remain constant over time are not specified. In

calculations involving,thermodynamic principles, variables which are

constant are Pot included in the calculationsTkere.fore, these are

not included in the definition of the Wtem: Should other variables

which were considered as constants actually prove to be dynamic;.the

N\S-
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system will not function 'adequately unless the variables are. included.

Interactions which take place among variables and forcing functions

may involve variations which result from linear or inverse, additive or

multiplicative interacrons or by interactions which can be tenresented

by trigonometric functions and/or a combirtption of all types'. Therefore,

any system for which information exists aS to dynamic vaVables, forcing

functions.and their interactions can be defined and investigated. Whether

or not the system duplicates known variations is then determined by

whether or 'hot the interactions taking place within),the system are correctly

defined.

Definite principles determine the nature of the interactions and the

,boundary conditions for Juch interactions. These are derived from thermo-

0/
dynamics but, the most important ones may be restated to be more applicable

%

to social science invest.. ons. A conservation principle operates

which defines_boundaries for nteractions. Stated simply, this principle

intlicates that the sum of ll contributions of all variatles to an inter-

action Must be equal to the sum of all the results of the interaction

plus any losses which occur during the interaction.

A second principle of entropy further refines the conservation
0

principle. It,:state that the sum of the products mUst always be less

than the sum of the coritributions, that is no interaction is perfect -.

,

-some loss is always associated.with an interction although this may be
....

-
,o

:4
very_small. This loss is in proportion to the difficulty encountered in

,
bchieving the interaction. An example of the applicatjon of the first and

second principle may,clarify these. ConSider two stimuli, ,cme visual and

onegauditory, interacting with one another so that the'result is additive.

The first principle limits the rusulting interaction to the sum ofIthe
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two stimuli. The second. Primciple reduces the result by some cuantit ,

making the result of the interaction of the two greater than either

. stimulus alone, but not equal to the sum of the two.

A third principle is a maximizing.principle. It states that inter-
t

actions are maximum over time if the sum of the products of the interactions

is 50 percent of the sum of the contributions to the interactions. Many

examples ot this exit in psychology. Intermediate levels of motivation

r

are optimum and optimum achievement activity occtirs at intermediate levels

of probability of success.. The interaction of student and learning

material may well be maximized at intermediate levels. If the student

interacts with simple material, the result is diminished because much of

the interaction is hasty and material is ignored. Material which is too

difygult results in diminidied interaction as well, though for different'

reasons. Ma)cimum interaction over time occurs with materials of inter-

mediate difficvlty. Perhaps this principle.explains to some extdnt, one'

of the shortcomings of programmed material in which the steps.are too

small. It must be noted that this, we refer here to maximization over

time, not to maximum instant results. Maximization over time results

from interactions which are neither too easy nor too difficult to attain

A final major principle is a depreciationpprinciple. This principle

states that all dynamic variables renuire maintenance, or, conversely, if
4

the variable does not interact over time, it depreciates. An obvious

4-
...--eXthiiple is retention of information. Unless information is used, it

depreciates exponentially over time. Maintenance of information Counter-

_acts the depreciation resulting in longer retention. Depreciation is

also dependent on'the magnitude of the stored quantity. More storage

requires more maintenance.

5.



Because these principles are based on known physical laws which

can be represented mathematically, the model of a system derived from

these principles may also be represented mathematically. The contri-
.

bution of any variable to an interaction is determined by the magnitude

of the variable and the interaction which takes place. In some cases,

the variable contributes to the interaction; in others it is influenced

by the result of an interaction or several interactions. Each of the

contr -!ions the variable Makes to an interaction can be represented by

a mathematical relationship determined by the nature of the interaction.

e same can be don-for each contribution made to the variable as a

re ult of.an interaction. With this information, each dynamic variable

in the system can be represented by a differential eouation which is

a sum of all contributions to the variable minus the sum of all contribu-

ions of that variable to interactions within the System. Simultaneous

integration of all these equations over timeprovide data,on the changes

of each variable over time, and thus data on the behavior of components

of the system.

LSeveral advantages accrue from this technique. If ddta from the

model duplicate known data, integration over longer period.s of time

provide predictions about system behavior in time frames which go beyond

the original data. Constants in the differential eouations (c.alled

transfer coefficients by Odum) indicate

of each yariable to an interaction.

a time constant. This indicates the

interaction in relation to.other intera

the magnitude of the contribution

rocal of thetonstant is

eauired for one'complete

Finally, it is possible

to investigate a wide variety of conditions within the system by beginning
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wi th d I ferent ini ti a I cond it i ons for the var. i abis. Thus many_hypotheses

can be tested to determine those facets of a system Kkkich are most crticial

to systeT behavior and-might provide information c ncorni,ng those hypotheses

which would yield the most significant results when empirical investigations

are to he conducted.

7
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Achievement 11.i.ory

Achjevement Theory, as propounded by Atkinson, is based on the

'assumption that subjective judgments about probability of success,

or the likelihood of attaining a goal; interacts with perception of

lask stimuli to produce a specific kind of response. It is this pos-

tulated interaction or mediation that permits us to label Atlinson's

theory as a ,Cognitive, jr at least a onasi-cognitive, one.

Briefly, achievement theory can be summarized as follows:

I. According to Murray (1938), an organism responds to the

environment because of "needs" which may be labelled as potentialiAs

to respond. The environment may be supportive-or it may act to block

action. Since the organism act in specific and voluntary ways in

response to the perceived situation, it follows that he is beirul actiVe

fn making choices and the overall way in which he mal-ces such,choices can

be Viewed as a pet'sonality charact,eristic.

McClelland (1951) refined the work begun by Murray, emphasizing

t

the role of motivatio in behavior. McClelland saw motives as being based

on.emotions which re
i
ulted from association betweenAtimulus Situations

and affective states. Thus anticipated goal reactions initiate and direct

behavior through aroused needs. Since such needs fluctuate in intensity,
A

.it, follows that optimal levels of aroused needs can be postulated. The

organism will then act both to reduce needs above optimal level and to

increase incoming stimulation if it drops below a certain level.

This motivatiOnal tendency refers to_the positive or
negative anticipatory goal reactions aroused in situations
that involve competitiOn with a standard of excellence, wllere
performance may be evaluaxed as a success or a failure'.
(Weiner, 1972, p. 175)

3. The methods used for arousing and measdring the needs for achieve-
_

ment are well known and ne d not be reviewed here. The Thematic. Apperception



Tent, developed by Atkinwn, in used to obtain protocols dencribinv, the

emit cut of t hought . Fxper I went a I procedni e i ea sc and dec rya se per -

ceived estimates of the probability of success, anxiety and achievement.

Post tyst result. s are analyzed to determi ne the el lee t.s of interact ions

among these variables.

4. Atkinson (1957) attempted to specify statistical relationships
.

related to achievement theory and to relate these, in turn, to individual

di'fferenCes in achievement neads and their effect on.motivation. In

addition to person, environment, and experiential variables, Aticinson

.also dealt with the confljet.s associated with choice behavior (Weiner,

1972).

Further, Atkinson's theory of achievement motivation is
influenced-by Miller's conflict model. Achievement-related
behavior is conceptualized as a resultant of a conflict situa-

.

.tion. It is assumed that the cues associated with competition
against a standard of excellence arouse both the.hope of
success and the fear of failure. The strength of the approach
tendency toward the goal '(the hope of success) relative to the
strength of the avoidance tendenty (the fear of failure) de-
termines whether the individual 'will locomote toward or away
from achidvement-related tasks. (p. 195)

5. The tendency to approach or avoid an achievement-oriented activity can

be Summarized as:

Ps
TA (MS MAF)

X (1 - Ps)

Heye TA = TS + (-T
AF

) or the tendency to approach the fask'plus the tendency

to avoid the task;

IC equals Motivation to succeed;
M
AF

equals motivation to avoid faiitire; and
P equals the perceived probability of success.

Measures-of these variables are usually converted to Zscores to make intra-
.

ancrinter-individual comparisons possible. The theoreCical euestion
110

of course, whether \or not thesX:teterminanti ake a sufficient basis on

h.

9



wit I /1i to actonnt tor need-related behaviof

6. Weinel (19/.2) has proposed that li asaigning weights t o t It

determinants Of behavior we can test Che model against empirical data.

The additional variables of Risk Preference,. Love! of Aspiration and

Persi st enc.. of. Behavior 191 Progress call also 'be tested

/. 1"1 and M are corMidered to be relatively stable personality

traits, while incentive values of the goal ir, dependent on . Thus
. S

tuturo: actions are almost entirely dependent on the eflects of success

and failure or on P which is

from trial to tri

ft.

the only variable that is free to fluctuato

and which can therefore be,classified is an experfen-
.

tial varjahl(: - that is, it depends, in part at least, on an individual's

. history of success.

8. Studies which have attempted to use the basic model outlined in
Nor

4 above have been unable to accommodafe the effectS'of the-history of

success and failure associated with P . In order to make the Model fit
S

empirical data, Atkinson and Cartwright (l964).introduce an additional

variable which they describe as "the inertial tendency" or the "unsatisfied

tendency" to persist in achieving P goal (T
Gi

). .Thus a general tektdeney

to achieve a ,gpal may be added to the need to achieve and this additional
-FA

k

energy affects the Subsequent motivation to achieve success. Thus:

T (M XP XT) + T
Gi

Gver the complexity of the relationship among doterminants of need.-

achkevement behavior, it becoMes obvious that simple models will not produce,
,

adequate solutions. It is nevertheless of interest to produce models which

will account for behavior and which will match reasonably well the empirical

findings reported in this area.L. If a model, usipg the determinants described

1 0
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in the achlevl.ment model, can he strnitnrod so as to reploduce empirical

da t ii t lull :; OM( WI` 111 val III I t y WI 1 1 Ir, t t n t' o VPIII411 ninth' I .

Furthermore, the que.stion of optimality will become more meaningful

because the effects of changes in any of the determinants of needrrelated

hehavior can be pre-determined.

in order to test this assumption af.ul he validity of our model, we

\ ,

select(d data from a research study report o by Feather 0966). A brief

summary of this study is presented here*

Feather notes that the effects of suceess and failure on suhseeuent

performance are extremely complex, depending on the characteristics of

-
the person and on thel situation. In order to facilitate the disentanglement

of determiners of action, he dOi(led his sphjects into,four groups

follows:

as

1- High expectation - initial failure (H-F). instructions induced

a high initial expectation of success. These subjects were,then given

A
5 items which werw insoluble-followedll 10 items al a .50 level of diffi-

culty. The assumption was made that failure on the first five items would

reduce P to .50.

2. Low expectation initial failure (1,k-F). In gowder to induce a

low expectation of success,4nstructions implied thdt the subjects would

find the Stems diff4ult. Thus five insoluble items were followed

items at the .50 level Of difficulty. Prior failure should have the effect

of lowering Ps.

3. High expectation inieial success (1.1-S). Sub ect instructions

implied that the tests woulti be eas Thus 5 easy items were followed by

10 items at a .50 level of difficult e assumption was that initial

succoss should raise P even more,

1_1
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ni obo,c ex( eto t . I I I iii 4,11111411 111,1 t 4'.I I It'iii. W1.1 .

dif i iii . 1111 t 1.11 ..113 'W4311111 l'1".11 I 1 iii ."1 i n 1,1 117 .

the condit ions ortaiwed b Fe:ithei wole intened to elicit data about

CI I I1, I u: 111, t Ilt`.4. I 44111 1K 'WI. i II.1111 /I I ttlIld 1 I i *411,1 On Ildlitl'i ! ' per I oi th:Incl.

1

ond the relotionship ot this pettormoino, to ditier(nces in achievement and

test olvdetv. Thus initiol suk(e!:s and tailnre should result in (hanges in

4 the t..ndemy 10 perform-the task. According to Feather, this tendenuy

consists of n_lotol motivation mode up of the tendrney to achieve success,

ti.tulenc.v to avoid failure and-extrinsic motivation.

Among sub jct.t s i n whom M M t ht. 1'('StIl I MI I I elldt`tICy t o
per orm rho t :11c i a '111i1)( I mum when PA . 50 Among 5t11) ,jec ts in

S
whom M > M the resultant t.endency t o pert orm the t ask is
'minimum whentiPS' SO. Tints in contrast to Atkinson's ear li
p01 i t 1,4311 (At k i n son , 19 57) t he preSt'111 t i Otis (10 not imp 1 y,
that- A subject in who4 M > N should "try luirdest" when P,

AF S
On the contrary, becanse of the strong inhibitory tknency

to avoid undr.rtaking the tasl, when Ps the resultant en-
dency to perform the task At a MinimUm for Such a skihjeCt (p. 7P.)

Using Illose hasic assumptions, Featl.ter stAtes the following hypotheses:

I. Where M
S

N
AF

the resultant tendency to perform after the first

5 items will be stronger in the H-F and L-S conditions. Thts tendency

should remain at a high level because the reamining 10 items rre at .50

16vel ot.difiiculty and therel'ore close to the values developed during

initial trii.kts.

2. Since it is assumed that higher resultant tendency determines

\ superior performance, it can also he postulated that this group should

obtain higher scores on the last 10 items.

3.. Where M
A

F: M the resultant tendency to perform the task after

the' firu;t- 5 items- will be v,reater for the L-F and H-S group,s.

1 2
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TheSd two groups should also be

,,4,

relatively less alOocessful.

Rk,

11'

By using a series of iteens-Lit was e to study changes'in e

pectationa%over time. The questions of st raised in this study ard

summarized by Feather as follows:

'Do.esti:mates of expectation of success change more'rar4dly'r4
after failure than after success? IS the rate of.change a
function of the initial estimate of expectatio of success, Of
n Achievement, and-'of Test Anxiety? Are there differences be-
tween subjects in the degree to which "typical" changes in pro-2
bability estimates occur aftel- success and failure?-(p.,289)

The subjects in,the study were 96 femal'e undergraduates. Subjects

completed protocols for 6 of thé-n Achievement pictures and the,TAQ. The

scores on these,tests were converted to Z-scores and the difference between

the two calculated.for each S. In S's for whom this difference was posipve
)

it was assumed that Ms '> m
-AF;

for those which were negative, it was assumed

0-
that

AF
> M

S

The.criterion teSt used in the study consisted of a 'series of 15

anagrams-. For the H-F and L-F groups the first 5 anagrams were insoluble;

for the H-S and L-S groups the firsl 5 were very easy. For all groups the

remaining 10 items were rated as being at the .50 level of difficulty.

Instructions varied as indicated above.

The data which we used as the basis for our analysis are il,resented

,P

below.

6'

Table 1 presents the mean of the probability estimates obtairied

from subjects prior to attempting each of the anagrams. An analysis

of variance of these. data was also conducted by Feather': It demon-

strated significant effects due to initial experignce and an interaction

between -initial experience and trials.

13
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7
Adap ted from Feather, 1966, p.

s'

Mean Estimaees of Probability of Stietess for Anagrams over 15 Trials
'

.Grylup
Trials

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15

-F
SucTeec vricnted (N = 9) .61 .41 .31 .13 .16 .27 31 .28 ..31 .32 .24 .27 .34 `o4r
Failure oriented (N = 9) .70 .53 .38 .30 .22 .21 .29 .36 .51 .45 .52 .42 .43 .49 .49

-F
Success oriented (N = 9) .56 .49 .38 .35 .29 .23 .33 .33 .35 .33 .31 .35 .33 .34 .35
Failure oriented (N = 9) .55 .36 .28 .19 .15 .15 .18 .19 .26 .19 .23 .23 .24 .36 .31

-S
Success oriented (N = 9) .67 .66 .69 .74 .75 .79, .68 .72 .69 .70 .68 ;67 ..63 .64 .63
Failure oriented (N = 9) .54 .58 .66 .71 .68 .66 :60 .53 .53 .56 .56 .56 .56 .55

rS
Success oriented (N =.9) .50 .63 66 .74 .78 .70 .60 .59 .61 .57 .60 .59 .55 .50
'Failure oriented (N 9) .57, .62 .70 .76 .78 .80 .69 .75 .74 .65 .70 .69 .68 .69 .64

A

14
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Table 2 pre4ts infopatiOn about the mean number of 4hagrats correctly
_ -

V

_answered out ofiphe final 10 anagrams. An analysis of variance these
,

\

results indic d that initial experience had a signicant effect on ,I;ker------
it \t/// # \

,Iformance. e \,

7

Table 2

Adapted from Feather, 1966, p.'294

Number of Subjects Solving Anagrams on Trials 6-15

Group,

Trials

7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

H-F
Success oriented (N = 9) 4 4 4 3 0 3 5 5 2

Failure oriented (N - 9) 5 5 ts 7 3 4 3 5 3=

L-F
Success oriented (N = 9) 5 5 3 1 4 2 5

Failure oriented (N = 9) 2 6 7 1 9 4

H-S
. Success oriented (N 9) 5 5 5 7 6 3 7 6

Failure oriented (N = 9) 5 3 5 7 6 6 5 6

L-S
Success oriented (N = 9)
failure oriented (N - 9)

4

5

6

6

7

6

6

3

4

7

7

8

4

7

7

'6

4 +r,

6

?

Several ot r analyses were conducted by Feather. In this case, how-

ever, we are interested mainly in probability estimates and actual achievement

and the way in which they interact as Q. system. The interested ader may

wish to refer to the Feather article for more details and to compare these

to our findings.
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\'Jrt his "D scUssion" Feather points outirthat the major contribution

of this rep6rt lies in the fact that a detailed analysis of probability

estimates was made during the entire course of student responses. He m

also notes that the findings lend sUPpqrt to the belief that success and

, -
failure play a significant role in shaping estimates of probability of

ae
1success and thus in expectation of success. He also notesthat:

. .

J/

1. Probability Cstimates.change more after failure at the first
t

.5 items than after success at the first 5 items, suggesting that consis-

tent failure has a greater effect than.consistent success when initial

.

r

expectation is intermediate.
.4%

2. Success-oriented subjects-tend to make more "typical" changes in

P estimates under conditions of success) 'le failure-oriented subjects
P

make mO're iypi al adjustments under failure conditions. (Alr of this may,

of r:ourse, ated to past experience or inertial tendenciestdiscussed

allove.)

3. Since this study was limited to'eliciting P estimates from only

one tri'al to the next,- it is limited in terms of generalitability to

situations in Which trial-to-trial expectations are somewhat independent.

S's were not asked to predict their chances of attaining a fixed performance

level, On the other hand, the results obtaineor4pear to conform to those

found.in other studies which looked-at the effects of success and failure

on expectations of success.

4.. Initial experience has a significant effect on nerformance when

S's are given feedback regarding success and failure. As in any,/ experiment,

it is difficult to generalize the results because the number of success and

failure experience required for long-term increments,and decrements in

16
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154
achievement patterns for the various groups did not conform tO expectation.

for example, Table shows that the mean scores on performance in the
-

initial failure conditiOn are higher than those fOr failure-oriented
00

subjects. It it not clear why.this shbuld be the case, Alkir it may be

that the models being used are not sufficiently develop d to account

for this anomaly.

(4
5. Instructions given at the beginning of a series cortWsks tend

to sep the general difficulty of the tasks at the outset so that P tend

to Cluster.about a cei-tain valug depending on the tructions Previous

( .

research also.indicites that performance is related to this general 1evp1

,Of clifficulty cause S'-s work ha.rder when their expectation of success.til!

is intermedigiei If the difficulty of the 6ask is truthfully'represented,

...
. .

task erformance and initial probability end.to be correlatvd: In addition,

;
S's tend to draw...upon past experiences and to make judgments accordipgly

A
(This has the effect of anchoring theM to reality so that fluctuations

about the mean in terms of estimates of probability of success, level of

aspiration and responses to success and failure are kept within reasonable

bounds.)

17
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The Modeling Procedure

,Data from the Feather study were examined to.determine how achieve-.

..,

ment (A) and probability of success (P) veried oV*1- time for each treat-,
/ ,..,

I

' ment g-roup. -Both A and.P were(plottelfragainst Ohe number of trials in

li
each instance.-,As well,.the number-of successive.trials during whichP

i 4, 1ti

or A continued to change.in the same direc1io*anci the number of trial
\

ebe ore the trend.reversed was examined and the r4ts pAled for all

7 .

eight groups. P was found to.chillge,an average of )0Ii/ in a positive .

r ,

direction and an average of .07 in a negative direction in 1.74 trials.

A was found to change an-a4erage of 38 per ce,nt in a positive direction

and 35 per cenf in a negative direction in 1.70 trials. 'Further, the
,-

change in P was(mpposite in direction to the change i A at a y-ikime.

For-purposes of the-model, P was taken to change 0.10 in two trials and

A 4,0 per cent in two trials. The time taken in the Feather study was

estimatse at two minutesj)er..trial because 15 anagrams were to be

pleted in 30 minutes.
a .

Tht..following in'teractions and their relationships were incorporated

into the model of this:system:

I. .Probabilipy of success and incentive were'represented as

hesized by Feafher, or. as P x I.(P x (1-P)).

u -4

Incentivend probability of success interact with motivation,
, *

h y ia-Co

as hypothesized P x (1-P):

3. The additional effect of they. 4:rence of previods achleVement

activity or the."imertial tendency" adds ani. eyariation component

to tHe-interagion ot M x P x, (1-P). Ihis relationship derives from

Feather's data which was mentioned previously.,

SOW.,
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4. Probability of success at time t + 1 is directly proportional

.1%
'the magnitude of achievement and probability, of success at timeit.,

40 ) ,

The system and the interactions which ocroUr within the system
8

'are 'shown schematically in Figure 2. The 4symbo1s ae from Odum (1971).

Figure 2

...4he dynamic variables are showp with 1,Itank-like" structures; the

irqeractions by "arrowe; and the contribution-to
7
and products Of inter-

actions shown by the lines. Interactions in whikh variation is direct

are shown with 41 X 1 and inverse variations with 0 Motivation (M)

is considered outside the system, that is, it is considered a relatikrely

stable personality characteristiC and for purposes of the model does not

vary over time. The numbers on each lir,- indicaV.e the number of the
\ -_-

constant,associated with the contributi n or product and will also be

used to identify these.

/n translating the symbol* represen atiou of this system to a

useabl mathematical form,'the following conventions are followed:

1. The magnitude of a variable can 4ssume values between zero and

one. In other words, the magnitude.of the variable is always'represented

19
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as a proportion of the maximum possible magnitude.
14,

2. By using convention #1, inverSe 1001ation can be represented-
4

mathematicilliy as one minus the magnitude of the vai-iable which varies

inversely.

3. The ontribution of any variable to an interaction, or the,

effett of the result pf an interaction is dependent on the magnitude of

all interacting variables. Thus an interaction of A and P in which the

4

relationship is e'direct variation wouldebe A x P. The Otual magpitude

Of the,contribution (or product) is modified,by a co ant (termed 'an-
0 .

interaction coefficient)., therefore, severa Interactioz contributions

may have the term A x P but these differ when the interactioncoefficient

t.

is cons.idered. The colficient haS two functions - one, it indicates

the magnitude of the total possible coneribution or product, and second,

its reciprocal,i-s,, time constant. The time constant indicates the

;

relative-time period for one complete cycle.

4. Constants 6 and 9 are associated with the depreciation of the

variableover time. This.depreciation depends only on the magnitude of

t he'*variable. The reciprocal vf the constant indicates howl,ong it

would take for the

,of the variable,

liariable to depreciate to zero if there is no maintenance

A .) Table 5 shows each of the contributions or products and how each is

represented mathe aticall'y.



Constant #

1

2 e
3

4

5

9

Table 5

Mathematical RepresentAtion of

Contributional Proancts

Representation Docriotion

k
1
M(P)(1-P)(1-A) contribution of probabirAy

of success
k M(P)(1-P)(1-A) contribution of incentive
k
3

2
PA 1 contribution of P to change

in P
k
4

RA product of interaction of P
and A'

k7 contribution A to change
in P

111

416 P depretiat4on of P,
k) M(P)(1-P)(1-A) Q' product ofsinteraction of M,

P,'ineentive & A.(inertial
tendency)

k M(P)(1-P)(1-A) contribution of A to interaction
8 of M

depreciation of A
-k

9
A

The mathematical representation of the system is accoMplished by

developing a diff entia equation for each variable. This eouation is

. . /

1 a

sum of all contri utions the variable makes to interactions and the

sum of all the products which contribute to the variable minus the

depreciation-of the variable. The two differehtial equations representing'

this system are:,

P = k
4
PA - k

3
PA - k

1
M(P)(1-P)(1-A) - k

2
M(P)(1-P)(1-A) - k

6
P

A = k7 M(P)(1,P)(1-A) - k
8

M(P)(1-P)(1.-A) k5P4 - k
9
A'

If these equations are inteAiated simultaneously from zero to time t,

the result is a plot of the changes of the variables during time t. Our

.procedure has been to use an analog computer to do this. However, digital

2 1
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computers can be used if the eauations are rewritten as:

P
t

= P
t
+i[kPA -K3 PtA

t
-kMt (P )(1-P )(1-A )

4itt,

- k Mt(Pt)(1-Pt)(1-At) = kej

At+1 At + 1-(714t(Pj(l-Pt)(1-At) k8Mt(Pt)(1-13t)(1-At)

-kPA -kA]
.5 t t 9 t

4where i is some time interv:l. It must be noted that i must be,kept

small in, order MI °achieve accuracy invmost cases.

fp
A

Because the ionaiants are time dependentand to date, no feasible
9

technique has been developed for relating raw data to ,the bonstants,

an alternative-is to search for the ccInstants and t6 refine these bY
I At p.

suCcessive approximation. This is posaible because the behavior of the

variables is_understood for some time pertod at least.

A computer program (using the equation for digital machines) can

be'written to solve for P and A by successive iterafions.and given the

initial values for P. A, and M. The time 'increment should be kept small

(approximately .05 in this case) as accuracy increase with small values

of i. in this case, approximately 40 iterations would be necessav to'

Cover the two minute time span. The program can be adopted to test all

values of all combinations of constants in steps'a .1 for each constant.

In order to reduce the amount of cm:Ater time A and P shouldpbe checked

after each iteration., If either value is greater-than 1 or less than

zero, the spnstants,used for this iteration are incorrect and no further

ikqrations are useful. When a solution is attained,)it should be subjected

to more iterations.to Lsure that it remains viable over time,,otherwise

fUrther refinement is necessary.

2 2
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We have found the solutions obtained have a unioue set of/constants.

Some adjustment of the constants are necpssary in orceer Oaain the

4roper range of oscillation of the variables or to assure that the-

variable level at the proper magnitude. In this respect, an analog

computer is easier and,faster 'work With but still not a reouirement.

If no feasible solution is reached Oren all combinations of constmnti

have been tried, i should be decreaseL ,In titis case, the vtriabids
.

may be fluctuating very rapidly and an increment in,time (0 which is

too large does not allow the equations to respond adeouately.
;

It should also be noted that multiples of the constlits5Ilso provide

a-solution, that is, if all constants are multiplied by Z, for example.

Determination of the constant which apply to the model can best be ascer-

tailed by takieg the reciprocal of the constantS to obtain the time

constant. -these can be checked to see if they are reasonable. .For
4

ekample, the timelifor depreciatioh of variables should be reasonable.

If these are too large or too sui;171-.. some factor, all constants should

be adjuste& by that factor.

ao 41../
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Discussion

Theoretical ImAN.cations
.!,

In order to understand some of the-infcrmation\derived from the

, 1
I

model, a more detailed discussion of the i eraction colfficient and

the time constant may be beneffcial. These two values are dep ndent.

(
on tlet nature ofi the variables which inte act or are af ected by the

interaction and also on the nature .ofthe c ntribuedons o products'

thetselve

The time consqant is dependent on the capacitance of_the variable

concerned and the resistance encountered in contributing to an inter-

' actio% or in affecting a variable (or T =.12C). Capacitance in a social

science context is a measure of the amount of input which can be ac-

,commodated over .a period of time and is inversely oroporCional to the

difficulty in achieving integration of the input. The resistance is

the difficulty encountered when a variable cributes to.an interaction

or the difficulty encountered in utilizing th4 product of an interaction.

In either case., the difficulty is determinpd Vy the nature of the inter-

action taking place. The.time constant, then, is an indication of the

iime required to produce some specified ,amount of change, given the

nature of the variable's ability to accommodate interaction within the

system and the difficulty in achieving interactions. Thus if the It

, e

specified amount of change'is 20 per cent all'of the time constanA,

when compared to each othei, indicate the ratios of times required to .

produce sUch a change. The inkeraction coefficient is rhe reciprocal

e time constant, and while this value is reouired for the eouations

in the model, it is the time

of interest.

constant which provides t e informatiOn

2 4
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Table 6 shows the interaction coefficients which correspOnd to

the Interactions and products indicated previously in Table 5 and in
V

the schematic diagram df the system. Also shown are the time constants

and the ratio of eaal time constsnt to the smallest time constant

(ttme constant 117).

' . Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 6.

Constants for the System

Interaction Time 00-
'Coefficient (k) Const

,._.,

1

6.80 0.15 )

--'6.80 0.
/

615

2.72 0.37
4.44 0.23
1.15 0.87
0.70 1.43

20.00 0.05
1.10 0.91

4,0.01 loo.op

T .

,

i
/T

7 4

.

(Approximate)

3"

3

7

5

16
29

..

.1

18

2000

e coefficients duplicate (Oith some Qualifications) the .results
ilft

obtained by Feather (1960 for,tbose which applied to the

individuals used for that study. Plots of the changes in P and A over

the series 011trials conducted by Feather do/Ot result in series of .

smOoth cuAves as is the result from(the model. This is to e expected
,

since the,sample in the Feather study was Quite small. However, the

nature of the changes are duplicated for the'different conditions- as

are the magnitudes of the fluctuations. It can be'seen &hat the fluc-
.

tuations decrease as the number 'of trials increase (as was the case in

the Feather study) and that,the ultimate leveling of P and A occurs at

a value corresponding to the mean for that sam0e. -With a large sample.

'AcAirve fitting techniques could be appliedto the raw data to achlieve

plots whifh are regular.and thus-determine precise reliability of,the

25
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results,obtained:from the model.

A number of the piots shown in Appendix A apply to situations,
-

1which did not exist in the model. These areyalues for P, A, and M

which did not exist in the sample but Cor which predictions could be

made from achievement theory. /n these cases, the results from the
Ar.

model do correspond with predictions.

Examination of the ratios-of 1)arious time constants provides

some usefut information. When te contribution of P to future changes

in P'(constant 3) are compared to the contribution of A (constant #5)

-to this change, the ratio of T
5
and T

3
is about 2:1. This indicates

,-that changes in P are more readily affected by the magnitude of P than

the magnitude of A. In other words, changes in P are facil more

easily by manipulating P rather than A. GiVen the nature nd A

and the nature of t' interaction, the utilization of change (

to produce changes in P over title proceeds more readily than attempting

to change P over time by changing A.

The magnitude of T
8

, the inertial effect of achievement, when

tompared to the magnitude of T, (probability) and T
2

(incentive) in

achieving the interaction necessary for increases in achievement indi-

cate the longevity of the inertial effect. The depreciation of P, or

the rapidity with which it decreases if not maintained, indicatesNthat

P is most task-specific and changes very rapidly. Using graph #14, which

is a plot of the behavior of P When maintained and not maintained, the

indication is that P wou'ld be reduced to half its value in about two

minutes.. The reverse js true of A. \Here the indication is that the

retention'of achievement level is still 50 per cent after approxLmately

.30 minutes.

2



Psychological ImplicatiO-ns

4.,

The advantage of using a model such as we hdve described have

alreadar been noted.- The auestion ai-ttes, however, as

ndt such a model can represent-empirical data faithfully, whether it

firs exist ing theory, and whether it can give us new psychological

information on at least sugFest research hypotheses which may lea to
,

clarification.of psychological principles.. It is the feeling of the

.authors that all,three of these aims can be encompassed.

First of all, an examination of the graphs presen in Apperidix A

indicate substantial agreement ween our results and those obtained

by Feather. (Note that we did not use his data in deriving our model

but used it only as an empirical validity check). Thus, it can be

sesa.that probability estimates change more after failure at the first

five items than after success. Success and failure also function to

400 expectation and achievement into line. This is true, of course,

only as long as motivation remains at a reasonable level. Initial

experience has a strong effect on performance when subjects are given

feedback in terms-of success and failure. Finally, there is also

evidence that task performApce and initial probability are cotrelated.

We do notc., however, that our model suggests that achievement is at its

highest level when expeCtation of success and achievement are both at

a relatillely high level. This finding appears to be contrary to Feathr's

and needs further investigation.

Secondly, we note that the graphs demonstrate the validity of achieve

ment theory as it is currently understood. Thus expectation of suceess

interacts with achievement such that a balance is achieved betweea the

two as long as,motivation remains high. Furthermore, it can be seen that

2 7



"inertial tendencies" operate to keep.achievement up even when expecte-

tion of success is very low. We also note Chat feedback effects operate

quite rapidly so that expectation of success is affected almost immediately

after results have become available and estimates of probability of ,

success adjust rapidly whtn feedback is given.

*Finally, we address ourselves to the possibility of implications

foe further research. Numerous possibilities present themselves, but
)

some of the most salidnt cante Aoted here.

I. PsycholoOsts have long referred to optimal conditions for

the support of specific activities. For example, it is well established

that anxiety.and performance on tests have some optimal relationship.

Unfortunately, establishing optimal levels of anxiety creates a problematic

situation because no4cceptable measure is.known. In the model welkave

presented it is relatively simple to determine the 'effect of increasing

:-
,any of the sources of input and thus pre-determining the effects oi\l

creasing power in ;iv one variable.

2. Expectation of success and error rote have freauently beenthe

bases for study in relation fo programmed instructional formats. There

-

is some suggestion,in our model that when achievement and expectation of

success are too high solutions become infeasible. Further study is re-

o

quired to elucidAte this problem. The Feather data could not be used in

A

this case because the subjects used formed a group which was too homo-

,

geneous. We intend to collect further data with more heterogeneous

,
subjects to study t possibility. .

i3. A number o f otber psychOlogicarrelationshtps can be investigated

by.the use of this model. The creltivity-intelIige* dich9tomy,lpersonaliCY

correlates and learning, and even the heredity-environment,issue may

pOssibly be-addressed in thsway
-

a
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